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1. Look at the photos below. What do all three pictures have in common?

·	 Have you ever had your fortune told? What happened?

·	 If you have never had your fortune told, would you like to?

·	 If not, why not?
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2. Match up the name of each line to its meaning.

Line of life represents your husband/wife and how many children you will have.

Line of heart represents how much fun you will have.

Line of fate represents how loving you are towards others.

Line of health shows your success in life.

Line of intuition shows how well you will do in business.

Line of influence shows how sensitive and emotional you are.

Line of marriage shows how good you are at making correct decisions.

Girdle of Venus shows the length of your life.

Line of success shows how energetic and strong a character you are.

Line of head represents how clearly you see situations and the judgements you make.

A Line of life F Line of intuition

B Line of head G Line of influence

C Line of heart H Line of marriage

D Line of fate I  Girdle of Venus

E Line of health J Line of success
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Predicting the future with palm-reading

Fate

This is sometimes known as the Line of Saturn. 
A strong fate line which increases in strength 
indicates success in business. Any breaks or 
weaknesses in this line indicate problems.

Success

This line is not found on every hand and it appears 
to have no special starting point or length. If you can 
see it clearly then it indicates success. The longer 
the line, the greater the success will be.

Girdle of Venus

People who possess this line are usually sensitive. 
If the line is thin in places then the owner can be too 
emotional at times.

Heart

If you see a hand that has a clear heart line, 
especially if it has branch lines from it, then this 
person usually has deep affection for the people he 
or she likes.

Head

A clear line means the person has good vision and 
judgement. If there are breaks then the person is 
confused or suffers from bad health (head, ear, 
nose, throat).

Intuition

This line is not found on every hand. Psychic people 
often have this line. It means that the owner is 
usually right when making decisions.

Life

To have a long and healthy life, this line should be deep, 
clear and well cut. Breaks and weaknesses indicate 
health problems. The longer the line, the longer the life.

Influence

If you can see this line (it’s not found on every hand) 
then it usually means that the owner has a strong 
constitution. Very energetic people and fighters 
usually have this line.

Health

You usually lose this line after the age of 16. If you 
still have it after that age then it means you like to 
have a good time. If you have this line and a strong 
head line then you have an extremely good memory.

Marriage

The strength of this line can show the strength of a 
person’s affections. The branches leading off from 
it show the number of children you will have. If the 
line divides into two then you will have a second 
relationship or marriage.

A Line of life

B Line of head

C Line of heart

D Line of fate

E Line of health

F Line of intuition

G Line of influence

H Line of marriage

I Girdle of Venus

J Line of success

When reading someone’s palm, you should 
look at their right hand. The left hand shows the 
characteristics which a person is born with and 
the lines on it generally do not change. The lines 
on the right hand, however, can change or even 
disappear completely. This is because these 
lines show what you have made of your life and 
therefore give indications of what you will do in 
the future. 

Use the following guide to make predictions 
about what will happen to you or your partner in 
the future.


